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Screen Print On the Move

Screen Printing is Dead
• It is not possible that the Brazuca (World Cup Ball) was
screen printed, as screen printing is dead
• It is not possible that your iPhone was screen printed, as
screen printing is dead
• It is not possible that Solar Cells are screen printed, as
screen printing is dead
• What about speedometers, Blu-ray discs, traffic signs,
engine parts, vodka bottles. No, no, no, ist simply not
possible, because …

• I guess we all feel a bit like Tom Sawyer or Huck Finn
looking at their Author as he proudly stated:
– “Reports of my death have been greatly exaggerated”
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Why is Screen Undead?
• So if in fact its frequently reported death has been overexaggerated, why?
• Before we answer this question, let’s take a look at screen apps, the past and
the present, to search for the common denominator
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Screen Apps
Past

Maybe we can still find a few remaining:
• Posters, Traffic Signs, Solar Wafers, PCBs,
Membrane Switches, Dashboard assemblies,
tubes, bottles, windscreens, touch panels, credit
cards, labels, textiles, floorings, toys, baby
bottles, banners, saw blades, glassware,
housings, sporting goods, dials, front panels,
nameplates, furniture, RFID Tags, pens, buttons,
doors, tableware, helmets, security inks, coins,
To name a few
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Screen Apps
Present

• Naturally a majority of these are still screen
printed
• Their life cycles indicate likely to remain (to some
extent) screen for some time
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Strengths of Screen
The Common Denominators
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selective placement of thick ink films
Screen Printing
High chemical durability
High mechanical durability
Strong colour
Adhesion to the wildest of substrates
Good flow
High flexibility
Register
Particle size virtually unlimited (Nano -> >100µ)
Low relative investment
On-Press Variability
Particularly suitable where customisation of products is neither required nor
desired
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Strengths of Alternatives
(i.e. Ink Jet)
•
•
•
•

Pre-press variability (as opposed to on-press)
Dots
Continual Innovation
Drive for productivity gains to lower costs
– One of the most impacting factors in its success to replace screen in certain
applications (graphics, tiles)
– Industry focuses on productivity, to extend life cycle. It behoves every market to
follow this lead
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Smart Screen’s Strengths Summary
• Screen, by virtue of
– Its ability to have a high level of resin in the ink
•
•
•
•

Adheres better
Is more resistant
More flexible
More durable

– Its ability to indirectly apply ink through a media called mesh
•
•
•
•

Is able to print thick film with simultaneously a defined registered image
To print large particles
Be more durable
More colourful

– Let me highlight thick film
• Any app requiring thick film (opacity) has several options (spray, screen, roller)
• Combination printing with IJ for example
• Screen is the only process which can achieve this selectively
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Did you know?
• That on Smart Phones a screen process is used to register 2 overlapping ink
layers with a registration of 30µ?
– ½ the thickness of a human hair
– The same process used for double printing conductive fingers on solar wafers
– The ink jet process was replaced due to straight line inaccuracy

• Conductives: Source IDTechEX
– Market of conductive inks 2013 >$3 Billion
– Largest group is screen printable (PV and MS)
– www.printed
printedelectronicsnow.com/.../the-conductive
conductive-i
printed
conductive i...
Conductive ink manufacturers see plenty of opportunities for printed electronics to move into ....
Screen printing is the standard and is the most production friendly process on the market today

– Lower ink films of other processes limit their flexibility and adhesion

• REACH is challenging us all, but polymers are excluded. Screen’s high use of
polymers relative to other print processes means greater flexibility in finding
future solutions
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Smart Phones
• Normally for presentations required to turn off, but for today…
• Proudly take yours out
– Did you know that the exclusive print process to produce smart phone touch
panels is screen printing?
– Requiring an ink which
•
•
•
•
•

Offers an optical density of >5
At an ink thickness of <10µ
Passes a 1 hour MEK soak
A 30 min boil
Has electrical resistance Ohms of >1011
– 10 Trillion times less conductive than conductives

• And by the way adheres to glass

• 1.5 Billion Units sold in 2013
• Summary – Screen Printing is Dead
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On the Move
• Screen has lost the leadership in some applications:
– Graphic screen
• Images are mainly a lot of dots, something other processes are much better at
• Customisation is in vogue
• Focus on price rather than productivity

• But remains the process of choice
– For industrial components
•
•
•
•

Requiring durability
Colour strength
Thick films
Straight edges

– For graphic applications
• Special effects, solid colour, backing colour on transparent substrates

– Combination printing “screen+” will grow
• common with screen already today: OD, labels, cosmetics packaging, etc.
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On the Move
• The Touch Panel is the hottest new application
• But since no other technology can offer where screen excels, it will continue
to be the choice for further new applications
• In order to meet this challenge, we must innovate and focus on productivity
gains
– Once a market focuses on purchase price, it will be on the exit ramp down the life
cycle as price orientation leaves no room to finance innovation
– It is down to us to make screen more and more attractive for the next applications
– And they will come (or return)

Productivity

Price

Introduction
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Conclusion

Rumours of Screen’s Undeath
have been Greatly Underexaggerated
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Thank You
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